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About This Content

Downloadable content that includes a weapon plus one custom part.

This handgun was originally based on the custom M92F "Samurai Edge" that Jill used during her time in S.T.A.R.S., but it has
since been changed to the M9A1 and refined to match modern tastes.
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Title: Resident Evil: Revelations Jill's Samurai Edge + Custom Part: "S.T.A.R.S."
Genre: Action, Adventure
Developer:
Capcom
Publisher:
Capcom
Franchise:
Resident Evil
Release Date: 18 Jun, 2013

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS:Windows® XP
Processor:Intel® Core™ 2 Duo 2.4Ghz or better, AMD Athlon™ X2 2.8 Ghz or better
Memory:2 GB RAM
Graphics:NVIDIA® GeForce® 8800GTS or better, ATI Radeon™ HD3850 or better
DirectX®:9.0c
Hard Drive:8.4 GB HD space
Sound:DirectSound supported with DirectX9.0c or better
Other Requirements:Broadband Internet connection
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This game force you to learn new playstyle. If other rts favor player with quick movement, this game favor player with good
anticipation, preparation and pre-positioning. Half of your battle is won outside the battle. After playing this game, I can never
see RTS genre in the same way anymore.. pancakes aint only for breakfast there fer blowin up.. HOLY CRAP this game is
insane! Stop being a lazy little punk and buy this game right now!!!!. Nothing but crashes and after every crash progress is lost.
Do not waste your time.. Note: Was Given the game for free, but I'm not obligated to give it a good review. So yay freedom of
speech.

I've played almost no time, but here's why I recommend it.

It's a few dollars, it's on sale. And It's not the worst thing I've ever played. Not the best looking, or feeling FPS in the world,
but... Not the worst. The War Z was still less of a game than this $3 or whatever title.

It's a cartoony early access FPS game. I have no idea how well it plays, because it's 10:00pm EST and no one seems to be
playing the game. All the more reason to buy it, so I can write a proper review.

The game has some major kinks to work out, starting with the awful resolutions on some of the text, and the terrible texturing
that looks like the magic want tool did an awful job when ripping assets from some photo manipulation/ creation program (ie
paint . net, or photoshop). That sniper sight looks awful when you ads haha.

It's a few bucks, it's charming, and it isn't the biggest waste of money. I'll definitely give it a more in-depth review on actual
gameplay when there's people online to shoot. Maybe a shooting range, or some stationairy bots with little to no ai would even
be nice to shoot at, or to shoot at me. Idk. Anything top break the silent hill feel of a TDM with no one playing.

It does have 9 maps to start off with though. The farm is actually quite charming. And I believe there's 2-3 AWP style themed
arenas just for people who love sniping.

Overall, it's not horrible for its price at all. I'd still like to find some other players though.. Very enjoyable twist on a puzzle
platformer.
Whimsical comics with gorey-kills and doesn't hold back.
Manifest items and changes in the world through activating words that no only help you, but tell you the story as you go along. I
beat the game, and found it to be a very enjoyable experience (I bought during a sale).
I'm not a person who likes puzzles, finding myself getting frustrated and giving up prematurely.
This one while I did put the game down when I felt I couldn't get through a puzzle, opening it up with a fresh mind to try again
always led to success - and it appears from the achievements there are multiple ways to solve some of the puzzles.
I found the story to be gripping, with sufficient twists that was unforseen.
 while it would have been nice to see him become king, or to see the other guy who helped you become king, at the end, since
you grab the crown, that would've been nice
Great play, worth your time.. It's pretty boring for the most part, alongside having barely any variety with only one stage.. Good
game. Achivements can be used to decorate your porfile, however steam is still learning about the game, for now the
achivementes can't be used. So if you completed the game and are wondering why you can't display you achivements is because
steam is still learning about it and needs like 350 reviews or something like that.
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A fun premise and wacky visual design doesn't save this game from boring, repetitive gameplay.. this game is very nice, i like
this. simple and need speed of reflex' .
i recommend this game. It says everything.. Ratventure. Eh, what we have here is a standard food trivia game with 5k
Steam Achievement spam. Is it good? Not really. Is it priced appropriately and does it do what it claims? Yeah. I
actually didn't purchase for the Achievements - I am into food. We had fun for exactly 10 minutes and then moved
onto other things.. I recommend this title if you are looking for a quirky light heart RPG with an old school battle
system. I look forward in future titles from this author.. TUBATUBATUBATUBATUBATUBATUBATUBA 
TUUUUUUBAAAAAAAAAAAA
Incredible damage and good combo potential but hard specials to pull off and slow.
You can play your favorite song on a trumpet and then beat your enemy to
complete\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 seriously that move will take out half to 3\/4ths of a health bar
depending on their team size. He's a smooth-talking butter-voiced brass-powered detective with incredible sax appeal,
he's awesome.. Not worth any amount of money.. Overpriced for the amount of content added. should be 10 or even
five dollars. I would only recomend it when its on sale.. I probably would have given this game a 9/10 back when it
originally came out. Now? Well, the graphics are poor (even maxed out) and the storyline is confusing, especially
without voices from the actual game. The gameplay itself is fine but doesn't really doing anything special to separate it
from the large collection of lego titles. There's nothing special, it's just another lego game, and that's not necessarily a
bad thing. I recommend you should buy it if you like the series and you think the price is cheap enough. It's playable,
but there are definitely better lego games out there. 7.7/10
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